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A most delicious breakfast treat! I use 1/2 banana per serving and froze them in ziploc bags. Then I
thaw them in the morning with my breakfast. I rarely eat yogurt so I tried this and really love it! Just
2 suggestions: 1) put the oats in your baking dish, pour the milk over them, cover tightly and put in
the freezer until ready to eat. By the time you are eating the oatmeal should have thawed and the
milk would have set so it would be nice and creamy. 2) I prefer not using a white mug, but if you do
you may find that the milk will take it away. Putting the oats in a coffee mug or other styrofoam mug
or using a rubbermaid would work the best.I like to add a little vanilla or almond extract. Makes a
great dessert or snack for me. Thanks for the great recipe. I hope to see a chocolate overnight oats
soon! Love oatmeal and I’ve tried many different recipes. This is hands down the best! I've made my
own overnight oats before and I was always disappointed with the consistency of the oatmeal and
the flavor. When I was introduced to this one I was honestly skeptical. I don’t like bananas and
thought “is this for real?” before giving it a try. Boy am I so glad I did. I’m definitely going to be
trying some other new recipes now! Nicely done! Hands down, the best overnight oats I've ever
eaten. FAST too! I used the water and didn't add any other ingredients except the banana. Super
easy and tasty and doesn't turn out too dense like some overnight oat recipes I've tried. I have a
hard time getting myself to eat a very sweet breakfast. This is the one that finally cracked it for me.
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